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Nottinghamshire Eco Fuels, a specialist supplier of biomass heating systems
and environmentally friendly solid fuels, recently benefited from Ashfield &
Mansfield’s Graduates into Enterprise programme. They were so impressed
with their placement graduate that they offered her a full-time position.
Nottinghamshire Eco Fuels, based at Portland Training College just outside
Mansfield, use renewable resources to process and manufacture wood fuels for
heating. They are wholesalers and UK distributors for several leading brands of
wood fuel, providing a wide product range, available both locally and nationally, to
suit a variety of appliances and heating requirements.

Nottinghamshire Eco Fuels benefited from the Graduates into Enterprise
programme, which matched the company to a knowledgeable graduate to help them
establish a new service: offering wood fuel quality testing. The recent graduate in
Environmental Management also helped the company develop quality management
systems and wood moisture monitoring over time to see how it dries out.
Through our Graduates into Enterprise Programme Nottinghamshire Eco Fuels
benefited from technical and practical expertise in an area with great potential for
rapid expansion and growth and were so impressed by the business development
benefits that they offered the recent graduate a full-time position.
The graduate worked closely with Managing Director, Mark Thomas, to undertake
electronic moisture measuring tests using specialist equipment, then compared
these to laboratory tests. Mark was really pleased with the graduate’s performance
and her contribution to the business. He commented that significant business
benefits would really begin to emerge once the new wood fuel testing service was up
and running.
Want to find out more?
The Graduates into Enterprise programme offers 6 month placements to Ashfield &
Mansfield businesses and graduates where the local graduate undertakes a project,
offering tangible business benefits, over a 26 week period. Businesses or graduates
wanting more information on the Graduates into Enterprise programme should
contact the Ashfield & Mansfield Shared Regeneration Service on 01623 463327, at
graduates@mansfield.gov.uk or view the online brochure.

